
This paper was presented for inclusion in Notes and Queries, with the query ‘Were deodands 

often awarded after waterways deaths?’ The article by Adrian Gray ‘A review of transport and 

the law of deodand’ in RCHS Journal no.212, 26-33 (November 2011) dealt with the subject and 

mentioned a few waterways examples. Your co-ordinator would be pleased to received more 

detailed accounts of any of these, or information about other examples not mentioned there. 
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The accident 

Just before 4.00pm on 25 November 1845, two hours into its journey westward from Dublin, the 

Royal Canal Company's passage-boat Longford struck the rocky side of the canal between 

Porterstown and Clonsilla bridges, beyond the deep sinking. 

George Slack was in charge of the two horses towing the boat: he rode one horse and drove the 

other before him. He said that ‘when he felt the chuck in the rope he put his horses back’. He saw 

the boat turn upon her side: the bow was on the bank and the stern was in deep water. 

Robert Jessop, a private in the 8th Hussars based at Longford, was one of a small number of 

passengers who were on deck at the time. He said that 

 the boat, when she struck, fell upon one side, then upon the other; she rebounded, and went 

down as far as she could 

 the bow of the boat struck first; it pointed in an angle from the middle of the canal 

 he could not tell whether the boat struck upon a rock or the bank, but it must have been a 

hard substance. 

The captain, Christopher O'Connor, was below deck when the boat struck. 

The shock was not very violent, but the passengers rushed to the door; I rushed to 

the companion way, and the boat was heeled so as that the water went over the 

gunwale, but not so far as the companion way at that time. The passengers were 

rushing through the fore-cabin, and I saved one woman through the window; the 

stern of the boat was filling with water then. We then endeavoured to save as 

many as possible. The deck was not under water, but the windows were filled 

with water. The boat struck on her side. I did not take notice if any got out 



through the windows of the first cabin. 

All of the windows were barred. O'Connor and Thomas Savage, governor of Roscommon Gaol, 

who was a passenger in the first cabin, broke an opening in the roof and hauled one woman out 

that way. 

It was still light at the time of the accident and, before dark, the crew, with the help of some 

passengers, had rescued all those they thought could be alive. But of the original complement of 

ten first-cabin and thirty-eight second-cabin passengers, including two children, fifteen were 

dead: seven men, six women and the two children. All of the dead had been trapped in the 

second cabin. 

 

 
 

Recovery 

The recovery of the bodies continued after dark and, with some doubt about how many had died, 

drags were used into the night. Mr Pilkington, the Lucan sub-inspector of police, arrived with his 

men, as did some of the metropolitan police, all of whom assisted in the search and in the 

recovery of property. The bodies were initially piled on the bank but the passage-boat was 

refloated and hauled to the bridge, and a lumber boat was brought alongside for the bodies: 

[...] no conception of the reality could be formed unless the horrid sight was 

witnessed. Helpless infancy and matron old age were crowded in one 

promiscuous charnel heap [...]. It was one of the most soul-harrowing scenes we 

have ever witnessed — the lifeless corpses, male and female, were all thrown 

indiscriminately together on the deck of a lumber barge at the bridge, and beside 

it lay the ill-fated passage boat in which the hapless victims had perished. 

 

The Longford [...] presented a strange appearance, the forepart of her deck having been broken 

up by the inmates of the cabin underneath in effecting their escape. Many people came to have a 

look: the ‘inhabitants of the country for miles around flocked to the scene, and hundreds of the 

citizens of Dublin, with the Protestant and Catholic clergymen of the locality, together with 

many of the gentry and magistracy of the district, were present’. 

 



Inquest 

Mr Pilkington took charge of the property and the bodies and an inquest was arranged ‘in a cabin 

hard by’, held by the county coroner, Henry Davis Esq, with the assistance of J Hamilton Esq 

MP and Alexander Kirkpatrick Esq JP. The inquest lasted for most of two days. 

 

The passage boat services 

The Royal Canal Company, before it was taken over by the Midland Great Western Railway, did 

not operate trade boats or lumber boats — boats carrying cargoes — on its own canal. However, 

it did operate passenger services in passage-boats. There were two services: 

 a fast fly boat between Dublin and Mullingar, the largest town on the canal west of Dublin 

 a slower night boat between Dublin and Longford, a town further west, close to the River 

Shannon. 

  

  
 The Broadstone harbour 

 

 

In 1834, the company advertised its iron fly boats as offering ‘Unprecedentedly Expeditious, 

Safe, and Cheap Canal Travelling’. It said that they covered the 52 British miles between Dublin 

and Mullingar in only seven and a half hours ‘including the time in passing through the locks’: a 

boat left each town at 9.00 am and reached the other at 4.30 pm. Fares were 6s 6d in the first 



cabin and 4s 4d in the second. 

 

Drawing the boats 

When, in March 1840, the canal company sought tenders from contractors for ‘Drawing the 

[iron] Passage Boats upon the Royal Canal’, it specified the minimum speed and the lengths of 

the contract stages in Irish miles (which had been abolished in 1824): it wanted a minimum 

speed of ‘Six Irish miles (just over 7.6 statute miles) an hour, including the time of passing the 

Locks &c’. 

It did not say whether a lower speed applied to the night boats. From 1838 the night boat from 

Dublin left at two o'clock each afternoon; the boat from Longford left at half-past two. The night 

boat schedule was arranged to allow links with Charles Bianconi's cars, which linked Longford 

with Carrick-on-Shannon, Boyle and Sligo. Save for special arrangements for Mullingar Fair, the 

schedule does not seem to have been changed until January 1846. 

The contracts advertised in 1840 were to be for three years but the next competition was not until 

1845. The stages and speed were again specified in Irish miles. The stages were the same as 

before: 

 Dublin to Newcastle (Newcastle is on the north bank, between Innfield (Enfield) and the 

Blackwater aqueduct), 21 Irish miles, and back 

 Newcastle to Mullingar, 20 Irish miles, and back 

 Mullingar to Abbeyshruel, 14 Irish miles, and back 

 Abbeyshruel to Longford, 16 Irish miles, and back. 

A speed of six Irish miles per hour was specified for the fly boats but a time limit was set for the 

night boats: 

The Night Boats between Dublin and Longford to be drawn in Seventeen hours, 

including the time of passing the Locks &c, namely between Dublin and 

Mullingar in Ten hours, and between Mullingar and Longford in Seven hours. 

That works out at just over five statute miles an hour, including locks. Contractors were subject 

to fines of one shilling per minute for lateness. They could use the company's stables along the 

line but had to provide their own track-lines and swing-bars. 

 

The boats 

The fly boats were lighter, narrower and less comfortable than the night boats. Ruth Delany says 

that they had neither toilets nor cooking facilities. Mr and Mrs Hall were not impressed by the fly 

boat they travelled on: 

It is long and narrow; covered in as we see it; and there are two divisions for 

different classes of passengers. As a mode of travelling it is exceedingly 

inconvenient; there is scarcely space to turn in the confined cabin; and an outside 

‘berth’ for more than one is impossible. The guide, or guard, takes his stand at the 

bow of the boat, and a helmsman controls its motions. It proceeds at a very rapid 

pace — about seven Irish miles an hour — drawn by two or three horses, who are 

made to gallop all the way. There is also a more cumbrous vessel, called a ‘night 

boat’, which travels at a much slower rate — about four miles an hour — and 

always at night. It is large, awkward, and lumbering, and is cheaply used by the 

peasantry on account of its cheapness. 

The phrase ‘covered in as we see it’ refers to the illustration below. 

 



 
Royal Canal fly boat 

 

The night boats seem to have been heavier and beamier; Delany says that the company asked for 

tables in the cabins, shelves behind the seats and water closets. She also said that the company 

wanted a hinged gunwale so that the crew could walk about the boat; Patrick Teeling said that he 

was on the Longford's gunwale when the boat struck, but did not say whether it was hinged. 

However, the evidence provided at the Longford inquest provides some further information 

about at least that one night boat, although the picture is incomplete. 

James Dunne said that the Longford was not a fly boat but a ‘light passage boat’. William 

Keatinge said that the hulls of the night boats were made of iron; that suggests that the 

superstructures were made of wood. Keatinge, incidentally, ‘did not consider the iron boats as 

safe as the wooden, nor as steady’, but said ‘they were safe enough if the deck was not over-

loaded’. 

There was a steerage area at the rear of the boat; it was large enough for at least two men to stand 

on. In the hold beneath it was a cooking area where the cabin boy boiled potatoes. Patrick 

Teeling said ‘There were passengers about the boy’, and Robert Jessop said that he had been 

talking with Teeling in the steerage, so there was passenger access to those areas. Jessop said that 

he then ‘went up on the deck’; perhaps there was a stairs or companionway at the rear of the 

cabin. The curved roof in the Hall’s illustration of a fly boat would not have allowed passengers 

to walk on deck, but there were passengers and, it seems, luggage on the deck of the Longford, 

although they did not affect the accident. 

None of the evidence gives any clue to the location of the doors, windows or companions 

(stairs), apart from the possibility that there was a companion from the steerage to the deck. It is 

clear that there were two principal cabins, the first forward of the second. There were other 

rooms too: the captain was in ‘an ante-room beside the cabin’ when the accident occurred, while 

James Dunne was in another room, which he referred to once as the bar and then as an ante-

room: he was clear that it was not the room the captain was in. According to one newspaper, 



Dunne described the room the captain was in as the ladies' room; according to another Dunne 

said ‘I think I saw the captain in the ladies' cabin arranging some clothes’. 

The captain said that, when the boat struck, he rushed to the companion-way. Might it have been 

in the centre of the boat, with doors to both cabins? He also said that ‘The passengers were now 

rushing through the door of the fore-cabin’.
 
 

It is not clear whether those were first-cabin passengers rushing to a door near the bow, first-

cabin passengers rushing aft to a midships door or second-cabin passengers rushing forward 

from their cabin, either to a midships door leading out or into the forward cabin and thence to a 

bow door. 

The windows of both cabins were barred. There was some inconclusive discussion about the key 

to the after cabin, which the captain said he saw in the outside of the after cabin door; he said it 

was never locked. Patrick Morris, a passenger, said ‘when the boat struck the door of the cabin 

was fastened’ but that does not mean it was locked. 

 

Crew 

Press reports listed seven adults and two children amongst the crew of the Longford: 

 captain: Christopher O'Connor 

 steerer: James Dunne (replacing the regular steerer William Keatinge, who had twelve years' 

experience) 

 stopman: James Connor 

 labourer, free passenger and relief steerer: Pat Teeling 

 cabin boy: Alexander Campbell (replacing the regular cabin boy James Dunne) 

 mistress of the boat: Mrs Wilson 

 servant: Jane Maney 

 ‘two children who were in the after cabin’. They may have been listed here as, like Teeling 

and the crew, they travelled free of charge; one of them was travelling with a nurse. Both 

children (and the nurse) died. 

The captain, Christopher O'Connor, of 35 Stoneybatter, Dublin, had held his position for two 

months, having been ‘elected by the board out of a number’. Before that he had been a 

supernumerary captain, in charge of both day and night boats, for three years and could steer 

both types perfectly well. James Dunne, cabin boy and acting steerer, thought the captain was not 

competent to steer, but O'Connor said that, although steering was not part of a captain's duties, he 

had ‘made himself master of steering as soon as he could after his appointment’ and had once 

steered most of the way from Longford to Dublin. 

The steerer, James Dunne, was from Mullingar and was the regular cabin boy of the Longford. 

Aged 18 to 20, he had held his position for about four years; before that he had worked on one of 

the Pilsworth boats. William Keatinge, the regular steerer, regarded Dunne as a good steerer and 

nominated him as his deputy for the day. 

The stopman or stopper, James Connor, seems to have played no part in the events of 25 

November 1845: he gave no evidence at the inquest and was mentioned in evidence only because 

he went to his dinner at the same time as Dunne. His role was not specified; it may have been to 

use a stop-rope to ensure that the boat stopped at an appropriate point in each lock. 

The cabin boy, Alexander Campbell, who had a ‘crooked eye’, was 18 or 19 years old and lived 

in Longford. He was not constantly employed: Dunne engaged him when he took on the steerer's 

role. Campbell's duties were not confined to the cabin: as well as bringing up bottles of porter to 

passengers, he was cooking potatoes but, at the locks, ‘was employed constantly in getting on 



shore at the locks to arrange the tow-rope’. He could steer too: ‘I always steered when the men 

were at their dinner’. 

Patrick Teeling, from Ballasfort, Co Meath, was a free passenger on board when he agreed to 

take the helm from James Dunne. He was a labourer employed in maintaining the canal banks 

and in that capacity was experienced at steering a lumber boat. William Keatinge said 

I know Teeling for a long time, and I consider him to be perfectly competent to 

steer a boat in the daylight; I cannot say that I know him to be qualified to steer a 

boat by night; if I were steering myself, I would not hesitate to give up the helm to 

Teeling. 

The boat mistress and her servant were not employees of the canal company. According to the 

evidence given in a court case in 1843, the boat mistress ‘kept a sort of floating tavern in the 

passage boats’. She and her servant (whom she paid) cleaned the boat, made fires and supplied 

passengers and crew with meals; the crewmen each paid her 2s 9d for six days' meals (bread, 

butter and tea for breakfast; meat for dinner) but the captain got free meals. However, the canal 

company successfully maintained that the boat mistress had no contract with, and performed no 

work or labour for, the company. 

The crew list did not include George Slack, who was responsible for hauling the boat. He had 34 

years' experience during which period he was ‘thrown pretty often into the canal’. He said that he 

was ‘employed on the canal to ride the horse attached to the boat’. He said that he rode one horse 

and drove another before him, but provided no information about how the two horses were 

harnessed. Slack's phrase ‘employed on the canal’ does not mean that he was employed by the 

canal company: the haulage of the boats was contracted out. 

 

The inquest jury 

The inquest jury found that eight people (four named, four unknown) ‘came by their deaths by 

being suffocated and drowned in the passage-boat Longford in the Royal Canal, near Clonsilla 

Bridge, on Tuesday, the 25th of November, 1845’. 

The jury said that the neglect of both the captain, Christopher O'Connor, and the steersman, 

James Dunne, was ‘in some measure’ the cause of the deaths but that the upsetting of the boat 

was ‘occasioned by the most gross negligence’ of Patrick Teeling, whom they found guilty of 

manslaughter. The coroner committed Teeling for trial and ‘the witnesses were then severally 

bound over to prosecute’. 

Some days later, the Attorney-General directed that James Dunne be held on bail to stand trial 

with Teeling for manslaughter. However, the Grand Jury ignored the bills sent to it and Dunne 

was not tried, 

[...] a course on the part of the Grand Jury of which the Court seemed by no 

means to approve, being of opinion that more culpability belonged to those who 

were in proper charge of the boat than to the prisoner. 

 

Teeling's trial 

On Wednesday 10 December 1845, therefore, Patrick Teeling stood alone to face four charges: 

 that he having the steerage and guidance of the boat entrusted to him, did negligently, 

wilfully, and feloniously steer a boat against the bank 

 that it being his duty to manage her skilfully, he did negligently, wilfully, and feloniously 

steer her against the bank 

 that being the steerer he did as above 



 that being the steerer, and his duty being to navigate and steer properly, did wilfully, 

negligently, and feloniously direct the helm. 

The prosecuting counsel, Mr Brewster QC, accepted that Teeling ‘was not so deeply morally 

guilty as those whose duty it was at all times to superintend the management of the boat’. 

William Keatinge, the boat's usual steerer, spoke for Teeling, as did Gilbert O'Beirne, manager 

of the boats, and Charles Tarrant, the company's engineer. Teeling's own counsel, Mr Curran, 

said that ‘the real delinquents were the persons who were bound to have made such regulations 

as were necessary for the safety of the boat’ and asked ‘Were they to make a victim of a poor 

labourer?’ Even Baron Pennefather (sitting with Chief Justice Doherty) seemed to sympathise. 

He told the jury that 

[...] they were called upon to pronounce their verdict upon the guilt or innocence 

of the prisoner. They were not trying all the merits or demerits of a most 

melancholy and calamitous occurrence. They were not trying those by whose 

misconduct or culpable neglect and mismanagement of their affairs the calamity 

had been occasioned. It should be obvious to every one who heard the trial that 

the prisoner was by no means the most guilty person in the transaction. 

The jury agreed: after half an hour, it found Teeling not guilty and he was discharged. 

 

The award of a deodand 

The trial jury could not pronounce upon the company and its management but the inquest jury 

had been able to express its views. Towards the close of the inquest, 

The coroner then read to the jury the entire evidence, and proceeded to say that 

with respect to a deodand, it ought only to be thought of slightly, unless the matter 

was attended with criminality, since the Canal Company had taken upon 

themselves the defraying of every possible charge, whereby the question of 

deodand would become of trifling import. 

According to Wikipedia, Deodand is a thing forfeited or given to God, specifically, in law, an 

object or instrument which becomes forfeit because it has caused a person's death. In theory, the 

deodand was sold by the crown, which made some ‘pious use’ of the profits; in practice the jury 

valued the item and the owners paid a fine of that amount. In this case, the jury ignored the 

coroner's advice: 

We also further find a great want of caution in the existing regulations concerning 

the construction of the passage boats, the regulation of the number of passengers 

to be carried, and the duties of the crew; and we further find a deodand on the said 

boat of £100 sterling. 

That was less than the value put on the boat by Samuel Draper, Secretary to the canal company: 

[...] the value of the boat before the accident was between two and three hundred pounds; she is 

now probably worth one hundred and fifty pounds. 

As deodands were abolished in 1846, the Royal Canal award may have been one of the last to be 

made. I do not know whether deodands were often awarded in waterways cases. It may be that 

they were used only where passengers were killed, and thus more likely to be applied in Ireland 

than in Britain. If they were not used on the deaths of waterway workers, that might be because 

of the attitude identified by John Armstrong and David M Williams in another context: 

The third factor (explaining government concern about steamboat accidents) and 

perhaps the most telling was that steamboat accidents — much more so than 

sailing vessels — tended to involve the general public. Most accidents occurred 



near the coast or in harbour and thus in public view; more so, because the 

steamboat primarily provided passenger services, accidents involved persons 

other than the normal seafarer. The loss of seafarers, though regrettable, was 

hardly one to concern government. Maritime employment embodied dangers 

which were generally apparent. The risks of seafaring life were known and 

accepted by those who chose a livelihood at sea. A totally different matter was 

that of the fare-paying, ‘innocent of danger’ passenger exposed to a new and 

unfamiliar hazard. Moreover, the presence of women and children in many 

accidents provided an added emotional aspect. 

The award of a deodand was the only way the inquest jury (or anybody else) could penalise the 

Royal Canal Company. 

I have some notes here http://wp.me/Ppxzo-3xN and here http://wp.me/Ppxzo-3xP on some of 

the evidence of corporate incompetence and farcical laxity that may have persuaded the inquest 

jury to award a deodand against the vessel (and thus against the Royal Canal Company). 

Amongst other gems, the footnotes explain what a crapper is. 

 

Who was steering? 

The  Freeman’s Journal of 26 November 1845 reported the sinking of the passage boat  thus: 

DEPLORABLE CALAMITY — SIXTEEN LIVES SACRIFICED 

At a late hour last night accounts reached town of the occurrence of a calamity of 

the most deplorable nature, of which, in the course of the evening, the Royal 

Canal was the theatre, and by which the lives of very many of our fellow-

creatures were sacrificed. It is certain that sixteen are already dead! Of course, the 

full particulars of this shocking affair are not yet fully known, but the following 

facts may be relied upon, having been communicated to us by an individual who 

arrived in town in the course of the night from the scene of the tragedy. 

The night boat to Longford started on yesterday at the usual hour, two o'clock in 

the afternoon. There were eight passengers in the fore or principal cabin, and 

considerably upwards of twenty in the after-cabin. Upon reaching the 

neighbourhood of Clonsilla, the steersman went below to dine, and unhappily 

committed the rudder, as we have been informed, to a boy employed on board the 

boat. This boy, either knowing nothing of the proper mode of steering, or not 

attending to the serious duty unfortunately and rashly committed to him, 

permitted the boat to run upon the bank of the Canal, which caused her 

immediately to capsize, and speedily to fill with water. The fore-cabin passengers 

were saved, as that portion of the boat lay almost out of the water, which is, of 

course, shallow at the bank; the unhappy after-passengers plunged into the 

deepest portion of the canal, could not extricate themselves, and as no immediate 

assistance was at hand many of them have perished in the waters. At the time our 

correspondent left Clonsilla, sixteen of the drowned already crowded the banks, 

and the drags were plying busily in search of more. 

This is a horrible calamity. It must be rigorously inquired into, and this frightful 

sacrifice of human life be excused by evidence or punished by law. 

There were several minor inaccuracies in this early account, notably in that the number of deaths 

was fifteen rather than sixteen, but they may be excused given the inevitable confusion on the 

night. However, the reference to the ‘boy employed on board the boat’ is misleading and should 

http://wp.me/Ppxzo-3xN
http://wp.me/Ppxzo-3xP


be clarified. 

The five steerers 

There were five people who might have steered the boat: 

 the regular steerer, William Keatinge, who had skived off for the day but spent part of it on 

board the boat 

 his nominated replacement, James Dunne, who was the boat's regular cabin boy and who 

steered the boat from the Broadstone until shortly before the accident 

 the captain, Christopher O'Connor, who (according to a widely ignored regulation) should 

have steered while Dunne went to his dinner but whom Dunne did not tell of his leaving the helm 

 Dunne's nominated replacement as cabin boy, Alexander Campbell, who regularly steered 

when the men went to their dinner. Although he was little (if at all) younger than Dunne, he was 

the only one who was described as a boy in evidence at the inquest; the  phrase "boy employed 

on board the boat" might therefore be taken to refer to him 

 Patrick Teeling, a labourer employed on the canal who was travelling as a free passenger and 

was on deck when Dunne decided to go to his dinner. 

Two of the five did not steer the boat on that day; the other three did but, as the Hussar Robert 

Jessop said, ‘there was no regularity on board amongst the steerers’. 

Dunne steered the boat from the Broadstone until just after Porterstown bridge, where the 

inspector, Mr O'Neil, left the boat; the captain, Christopher O'Connor, went below after O'Neil 

disembarked. After that, at about ten minutes to four, James Dunne handed over the helm to 

Patrick Teeling and, with no word to the captain, went below to his dinner. The transfer was 

witnessed by the cabin boy Alexander Campbell, and by passengers Michael Farrell and Robert 

Jessop; another, Patrick Morris, saw Teeling steering. 

 

Teeling and Campbell 

Teeling steered for about three minutes, then asked Alexander Campbell to take the helm. 

According to Campbell, Teeling said that he wanted to go into the steerage, which presumably 

means the cooking compartment underneath. Michael Farrell saw Teeling give the helm to 

Campbell, as did Robert Jessop. 

However, Teeling returned almost immediately and took the helm from Campbell again: 

[...] he returned immediately afterwards and took the helm out of my hand again; 

to the best of my opinion I did not hold it more than a second; after giving the 

helm up to him, I went down to put on the potatoes [...] 

[...] the prisoner [Teeling] called him up to take the helm from him; he (prisoner) 

went down, left the helm with him, and returned in less than a minute [...] 

Saw Dunne give the helm to the prisoner, the prisoner to Campbell, and the 

prisoner take it again, and in four minutes afterwards the boat struck; the prisoner 

was only a minute away before he resumed his place at the helm 

After he gave up the helm I did not see the man with the frieze coat [Teeling] 

steering. He left the helm to go into the cabin. I think he was going back to the 

helm when the boat struck. There were three different persons at the helm from 

the time we left Dublin. They swapped and changed at it three or four times. I did 

not see the cabin-boy at the helm after he gave it back to the man with the frieze 

coat. [...]I looked at the helm about a minute before the accident happened, and 

saw the man with the frieze coat at it. From that time until the boat struck there 

was time enough for another man to take the helm. The cabin boy was cooking 



underneath the place where the steersman stands at that time. 

Campbell, the boy, was not at the helm, was not even on deck, when the boat struck; he was 

below cooking potatoes: 

[...] I was stooping over the pot occupied with them when the boat struck; Teeling 

was then where the helmsman ought to be, but I cannot say that he held the helm, 

as my back was turned to him; Teeling had taken the helm two or three minutes 

when the boat struck; there was no one but Teeling near the helm when she 

struck; I had given up the helm about three minutes when the boat struck [...] 

Who had the helm then? — Teeling, or at least he ought to have it, as he took it 

from me two or three minutes before. I had the lid off the boiler, and it fell out 

and scalded a man. Was there any one near the helm except Teeling when the boat 

struck? — Not one; and he should have had it, but I cannot say he actually had it, 

in his hand. 

[...] was upon deck when she struck; [...] the last witness [Campbell] was below 

cooking; saw him at the helm before the prisoner [Teeling] got it; he left it, and 

the prisoner went to it [...]. 

Teeling had taken back the helm, but almost immediately left it again, this time without finding a 

replacement steerer — and all this within minutes of his having first taken the helm from Dunne. 

 

The absent steerer 

When the boat struck, Campbell rushed on deck and, according to his own account, asked 

Teeling ‘how did you do that?’ Again according to Campbell, Teeling replied ‘You villain, sure 

it was not me that did it’. Campbell said he was wrong and Teeling said ‘that he would throw me 

into the canal, if I kept any of my prate’. At the trial, Campbell reported the use of different 

phrases, but with the same import: that Teeling was blaming Campbell for the accident. 

However, Campbell pointed out that there were witnesses to his having returned the helm to 

Teeling. 

Teeling's original evidence at the inquest was carefully worded: 

[...] the boy [Campbell] came up on the steerage, and took hold of the helm; I 

went in and left him at the helm, but came out of the cabin immediately after; I 

was not more than a few minutes away; the boat was properly under way when I 

gave the boy charge of her; I leaned over the railing which runs along the gunwale 

of the boat; I had not given up the helm more than two or three minutes when she 

struck; from the time I took charge of her from Dunne, until the time she struck, 

was about seven or eight minutes; I was satisfied that the boy to whom I gave the 

helm was competent to steer; it must have been through bad steering that she 

struck [...]. 

But the evidence of the witnesses was clear: 

[...] was upon deck when she struck; saw the prisoner there; a minute before the 

boat struck saw the prisoner at the helm; when she struck saw no one at it [...] 

[...] I observed that there was no hand upon the tiller; just then the boat struck [...] 

[...] when the boat struck the prisoner had not a hold of the helm, but was making 

his way to it as fast as he could. 

Teeling's evidence on the first day of the inquest was disbelieved: 

The witness gave his evidence with great reluctance, and the Coroner told him so, 

and said he would give him to this day to consider the facts and relate them 



clearly, as it was evident he wished to hide something, and if he did not give his 

evidence more clearly, he would commit him to gaol. 

And, on the second day, Teeling admitted his absence from the helm. The coroner invited him to 

make a statement, but pointed out that he was not bound to do so: 

Teeling paused for a few moments, and then said — I was not at the helm the time 

the accident occurred. 

After another pause, Mr Murphy [QC, for the Royal Canal Company] — you 

have the opportunity now; make any statement you like. 

Teeling — it is a hardship for me to remain silent and I not in error. I left the helm 

to go into the cabin, and upon coming out of the cabin I stopped at the railing, and 

before I left the railing the boat struck. From the time I gave up the helm until the 

boat sunk I never laid hand on it. [...] 

Mr Murphy — anything else? 

Teeling — I don't know what more I can say to your honors; the principal thing is 

that I was away from the helm when she struck. 

It is not clear what Teeling meant by ‘and I not in error’: his error was not that he steered badly 

but that he did not steer at all. He allowed the boat to be hauled in towards the bank and fifteen 

people died as a result. 

Why did he abandon the helm? I suggest that the answer is to be found in the argument advanced 

in Teeling's defence by his counsel at his trial: 

It was not the prisoner's duty to steer the boat. The helm was given to him, but he 

was compelled by natural reasons to leave it, and this gave rise to the accident. 

Teeling, who had been drinking porter, needed to relieve himself and left the helm to urinate 

over the side. Fifteen people died as a result. 
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